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Breakthrough for agriculture vehicles

Growers would be aware that back in February 2014 an unworkable decision was made that all agriculture vehicles over 3.5 m
width required an individual permit for each time they travelled on or across a public road. Those that applied for a permit would
be well aware that the system was dysfunctional and CANEGROWERS has been working tirelessly to have the system
overhauled.
Finally, there has been a breakthrough with what is hoped to be a practical and workable solution being gazette on 1st
September.
To get to this point required CANEGROWERS getting the National Heavy Vehicle Regulator, Queensland Transport and Main
Roads, the Queensland Police Service and all the relevant local Councils to reach agreement. For those readers who have ever
dealt with these organizations would have some idea of the frustrations caused by their differing agenda and levels of risk
aversion.
The five-year notice was gazetted on 1st September to replace the ‘trial’ notice which expired on 31 August 2016. This notice
gives access to nearly all roads in zone 1 north of Gympie for agricultural vehicles and combinations between 3.5m and 4.0m in
width.
The conditions of this notice are not significantly different to the trial notice. The main conditions are:



Access to critical roads including the Bruce Highway with travel of no more than 5km in a single trip and an agricultural pilot
and portable roadside signage




Access to major and minor roads with 2 agricultural pilots OR 1 agricultural pilot and roadside signage
The ability to directly cross all roads without a pilot up to 5.0m width

CANEGROWERS has had to fight hard to have this gazetted notice rather than individual grower permits for over-width
agricultural vehicle access on public roads given the increasing traffic volumes on the Bruce Highway. The use of signage under
the trial has been limited but it is strongly recommended that growers now comply to ensure that access to the roads is maintained
into the future. Added to this, growers must take into account the risk of non-compliance should there be an incident.
CANEGROWERS Qld is working on a deal with Artcraft so that the portable roadside signage
(see photograph) can be purchased in Townsville at 71-73 Toll St, Bohle, Townsville QLD
4818 P: (07) 4774 5255 / F: (07) 4774 3861 tnvsales@artcraft.com.au
Follow these links to see:





The gazetted notice
The notice summary
An extract of the relevant sections from the Heavy Vehicle (Mass, Dimension and
Loading) National Regulation

Readers should be clear that this result provides
significant benefits to all within the cane industry and
this result would not have been possible without the
efforts of CANEGROWERS …. Efforts that have
been paid for by members of CANEGROWERS.
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Wilmar Harvest update
Herbert cane train
collision

In the Burdekin region, CCS levels have jumped by half a unit
this week. That has pushed the weekly CCS average above 14
units for the first time this season. We are on track to record an
average of 14.3 for the week.
The Burdekin has had no significant weather impacts and the
factories have recorded solid throughputs again this week. The
Burdekin’s four mills have now crushed a total of 3.31 million
tonnes of cane for the season, which represents almost 40 per
cent of the total forecast crop.

Stay safe during the
school holidays

The need to stay safe around cane trains is a lesson students
can’t afford to forget during the upcoming school holidays.
While students get to enjoy two weeks of holidays from the end
of next week, there is no time off for Wilmar Sugar’s cane
trains.
Trains will continue to operate 24 hours a day seven days a
week throughout the school holidays and the rest of the 2016
crushing season.
A vehicle collided with an Ingham cane train this morning, in
the 4th incident of this type for the Herbert region since the
2016 crushing season began.
A car driven by an elderly woman collided with the outbound
Homebush cane train at the Neame Street intersection about
11.15am.

Children of all ages are urged to keep clear of the cane railway
network, particularly bridges. Children should never walk, ride
or play on or near cane railway tracks. They also shouldn’t play
on or between cane bins, whether they’re moving or not.
Parents and carers are encouraged to talk to children about the
importance of staying safe around cane trains.

The vehicle was extensively damaged and the driver was
taken by ambulance to hospital for observation. The
locomotive driver was unhurt.
The cane train was hauling a rake of empty bins through the
town corridor when the collision occurred. No bins derailed but
traffic in the town area was impacted for about 30 minutes until
another cane train could be dispatched from Victoria Mill to
move the bins through the affected road intersections.
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The above article is from the 15 August 2016 edition of the Australian Canegrower. Members receive a copy of
the fortnightly magazine with their membership. If you are not a member and would like to subscribe click here.
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Sugar features on
ABC’s Gruen

On Wednesday night the tv show Gruen featured a 15 minute
segment on sugar and advertising around sugar.
A summary of the program is below.

CANEGROWERS
Queensland … taking up
the fight on all issues
affecting cane farmers
For the week ending 5 September 2016

The show went back to one of the earlier sugar ad’s … ‘Sugar,
a natural part of life’ and discussed quite heavily the sugar
industry and CSR.

Trade

A few things they discussed included:



 Sugar is in fact natural however it is highly processed and
the food which is the vehicle to sugar is the issue

 There is now a shift towards advertising things which are
sugar free – sugar free pepsi and lollies etc.

 When artificial sweeteners became mainstream, the sugar
industry funded research which suggested that they were
harmful to health.

CANEGROWERS chaired meetings of the two The ASA
Trade Committee Working Groups on Indonesia and,
separately Japan. There was strong agreement in the
Working Group, supported later in the week by the ASA
Board, to increase efforts to ensure improve access to both
markets for Australian raw sugar.

Water


CANEGROWERS participated in the QFF’s Water Policy
Committee meeting.



There has been a further delay to the introduction of
the Water Legislation Amendment Bill

and then proceeded to add sugar to foods to make it
palatable



The government has confirmed its decision to extend
the current bulk water price path for SunWater by two
years to 2019

 One panellist suggests that the industry is busy lobbying to



Progress in the local management of SunWater’s
channel irrigation schemes continues to be slow, with
processes underway to appoint chairs and members of
local boards.

 The sugar industry was behind the focus on the low fat fad

government to not change the labelling laws

 The industry never discusses intake of sugars per
teaspoons but prefers to talk in grams – not as meaningful
to consumers

 CSR marketing focuses on selling cooking rather than

Transport


The notice “Queensland Class 1 Agricultural Vehicle
(Coastal Zone 1) Dimension Exemption Notice 2016 (No.
1)” has been gazetted. This is the replacement of the trial
so is not new but is now for 5 years and does allow for
crossing all roads up to 5.0m.



CANEGROWERS attended the Ministerial Freight Council
- Operating Industry Sub Committee. The main topics of
discussion of interest was the AgForce and Cotton
Australia concerns with movement of over dimensional ag
vehicles which are not covered in FORM 14. They are
wanting movement up to 10m width in zone 2 and 3.

eating






Product placement on Zumbo’s dessert show
#bakingnation
Supporting bloggers
Have created a high interest product with Sugars of the
World

 Impact of cooking shows like Masterchef on consumption
and eating patterns

 Why doesn’t the industry educate on what the right amount
of sugar intake is? – WHO has guidelines

Biosecurity

 Compared big sugar to big tobacco

Queensland Biosecurity Capability Review

 If the sugar industry were to ever advertise again they



should do so like the cheese and dairy industry have – i.e.
show generations of cane farmers and remind people that
payng $1 for 1kg of Coles sugar is pittance.

QCGO attended the Queensland Biosecurity Capability
Review workshop to support growers to maintain their
clean green image by managing risk to their business from
pest and diseases. The facilitated discussion had the
following objectives:

 Todd Sampson was particularly strong on people



consuming too much sugar from food products and the
diabetes and obesity crisis.

To set the foundation for a cooperatively developed
and co-delivered Biosecurity strategy for Qld



To co-design an agreed framework for the Biosecurity
strategy



To identify and agree strategic focus areas for the
Biosecurity strategy
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If you would like to watch it, it is available here focus on sugar
is from 4:00 minutes – 18:00 minutes.

A message from the Ayr Police Service
by Steve Barton
Property Crime Update
Over the past week, there have been several instances of property theft in rural areas of Ayr Police division have been reported to
Police.
On the night of Tuesday 30 August/Wednesday 31 August, 2016, offences were committed in areas around Ayr.
At about 2am on Wednesday 31 August, 2016 an unlocked vehicle was stolen from a residence on Old Home Hill Road, Ayr. The
keys for the vehicle were located by the offender on the floor of this vehicle.
A vehicle at another Old Home Hill residence was unlawfully entered with a wallet being stolen.
Two unsecured vehicles were unlawfully entered and property stolen at a Kilrie Road, Jarvisfield residence with a wallet being
stolen.
Another unsecured vehicle was unlawfully entered at a residence on Burstalls Road, Ayr with electronic devices including a
phone and laptop being stolen.
A church on International Drive was also broken into with a TV and DVD player being stolen.
As a result of the actions of one of the victims, Townsville Police were able to intercept two stolen cars including the one stolen
from Old Home Hill Road and apprehended three persons.
A 31yr old Townsville man was charged with the above offences and has been remanded in custody, next to appear in Townsville
Magistrates Court on 23 September, 2016.
Unfortunately in some instances, victims were unaware they
were victims of crime until Police contacted them after
recovering their property from the stolen vehicles.
The second instance of property crime occurred at the Phillips
Landing boat ramp. Between 4pm on Monday 5 September
and 6am Tuesday 6 September, 2016, a vehicle was parked at
this boar ramp while the owner went fishing. On his return he
found his passenger side window of his ute smashed. The
offender then stole a wallet containing cash and cards form the
centre console.
Review your security – this includes checking to ensure your
present security is working. For example, check that alarms do
work, check your CCTV to see where the cameras are facing,
how clear the footage is, is the unit still working.
If you don’t have CCTV or farm cameras, check them out on the
internet and consider investing in some. If you do, make sure
they have the ability to record good quality footage at night.
Ensure appropriate steps are taken to safeguard your property
– secure your car keys, wallet, mobile phones and don’t leave
them in vehicles; lock your car.
If you have any information about the thefts or of suspicious
activity in your area, I would urge you to contact your local
police station or Crime Stoppers on 1800 333 000.

WESTCOTT
ENGINEERING
Harvester Blade Re-sharpening
ALL SIZES
VARIOUS SIZED RESHARPENED HARVESTER BLADES
FOR SALE

Tungsten Hardfacing
ON ALL EQUIPMENT





EXCAVAT OR TEETH
BUCKET TEETH
RIPPER POINTS
BASECUTTER DISKS



HARVESTER SHOES



FAN HARD FACING & BALANCING

(BUILT-UP, REPAIRED AND HARD FACED)
(BUILT-UP, REPAIRED AND HARD FACED)

WILL PICK UP & DELIVER FOR LARGE QUANTITIES

Phone Brendon 0428 220 789
20 Westcott Road Homebush Qld 4737
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CANEGROWERS Queensland … taking up the
fight continued
Plant Health Australia



QCGO met with PHA CEO Greg Fraser to discuss PHA subscription levies and biosecurity issues in Queensland

Great Barrier Reef
Reef Alliance





QCGO attended a presentation by Alluvium at QFF on the costs of achieving the water quality targets for the Great Barrier
Reef. In summary:



The cost estimate of the current policy solution sets to meet the regional Reef 2050 Plan targets for the GBR requires a
significant increase in investment from current levels.



The project sought to estimate the costs out to 2025 to meet the fine sediment and DIN regional targets for the GBR using
the current policy solution sets. The total costs for the regions investigated is estimated at $8.2B.



For DIN, the total cost is estimated at $400 million to achieve the targets, also in four of the five regions investigated.



For the Wet Tropics, the current solution sets only achieve 75% of the DIN target and 80% of the fine sediment target,
and will require additional solutions.

The full report can be found here.

Reef Water Quality Protection Plan – Partnership Committee



QCGO attended the Partnership Committee meeting. The meeting heard updates on coral bleaching, reef plan, scientific
consensus statement and Reef 2050 Plan.



Coral bleaching report - GBRMPA outlined that bleaching wasn’t as severe as reported and transects undertaken by
GBRMPA show a mosaic pattern of bleaching from Cape York to Mackay.



Reef Plan 2017 - The Queensland and Australian governments have formally agreed to bring forward the review of the
Reef Water Quality Protection Plan by one year, to be completed by June 2017.



The Queensland and Australian governments have agreed to expand the scope of the Reef Water Quality Protection Plan
to cover all land-based sources of water pollution, subject to final approval by the Great Barrier Reef Ministerial Forum.
The reef 2050 Plan water quality theme will continue to address water quality issues that occur within the marine
environment, such as dredging, but this will not be included in the Reef Water Quality Protection Plan scope.

Media monitoring report


Media coverage of the ongoing Cane Supply
and On-Supply agreement negotiations again
saw CANEGROWERS, Wilmar Sugar and QSL
share the majority of coverage clipped by our
monitoring service. MSF attracted coverage for
its announced investments in power generation
and the Mary Harbour project while plans for
development in the Gold Coast region meant
Rocky Point Mill was mentioned. Focus on the
weather and progress of the crush along with
various stories on research projects and Reef
water quality work made up the rest of the
topics.
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New research ideas SRA releases new Variety
sought to benefit
Guides for 2016
Sugar Research Australia (SRA) has just released new hard-copy
Australian
publications that provide detailed information for growers and millers on
sugarcane industry sugarcane varieties that they may wish to plant on their properties.
Sugar Research Australia (SRA) is seeking new and
innovative research ideas that will help improve the
productivity and profitability of Australian sugarcane
growers and millers.

SRA is the industry-owned corporation for research,
development and adoption for the Australian
sugarcane industry, and each year it invests in
targeted activities that will deliver benefits on-farm
and at the mill.
SRA is now putting the call out for applications for
new research projects that would begin from July 1,
2017 onwards.
SRA CEO Mr Neil Fisher said that research ideas
are sought within identified priority areas that aligned
with the SRA strategic plan and four Impact Areas.
“SRA has analysed our current portfolio of research
activity, and the current call for projects is being
prioritised toward new projects that would fill a gap
in our existing research knowledge,” Mr Fisher said.
“We encourage researchers and research
institutions to put their best ideas forward so that we
can create real benefit for growers and millers.
“We also seek projects that have been developed in
consultation with industry, that have a focus on
collaboration, and would require an investment that
is realistic in relation to the potential outcomes.”
More information on the SRA strategic plan and four
Impact Areas is available on the SRA website,
www.sugarresearch.com.au.
Information on how to apply is also available from
the website, or you can call the SRA Research
Funding
Unit
on
(07)
3331
3333
or
funding@sugarresearch.com.au.
Applications opened on September 1, 2016, and
they will close on October 9, 2016.
SRA will run a two stage selection process that
begins with the submission of preliminary research
proposals (PRPs), and then successful PRP
applicants will be invited to submit a final research
proposal (FRP).

The 2016 variety guides contain specific local information that is
applicable to the needs of all sugarcane regions in Australia. Publications
that have been created are: Southern and NSW; Burdekin and Central;
and Herbert and Northern.
SRA Adoption Officer Mr Roderick Fletcher said the purpose of the guides
was to provide growers and millers with detailed information about
sugarcane varieties, to help them make the decisions about what varieties
may suit their conditions, and other requirements.
“Breeding new sugarcane varieties is the single largest focus area that
SRA invests in for growers and millers,” Mr Fletcher said.
“These guides provide useful information on agronomic considerations
when selecting new varieties to plant and trial. The information comes
from the best available data of regional variety performance and disease
ratings.
“When growers are looking at new varieties, a key question they want
information about is how it will perform on their farm. “How much sugar
might these varieties produce? Are they resistant to diseases? Are they
suited to my soils? “These are all topics that the guides provide more
information about, based on the best available information from trials and
local advisory services observations.”
Far North Queensland sugarcane grower Len Parisi said he was a keen
reader of all published information on varieties so that he could make
informed decisions about what varieties to plant.
He said that good information, such as that provided in the Variety
Guides, was vital to help inform decisions. As well as new varieties that
have been approved for release for Far North Queensland, SRA6 and
SRA7, Mr Parisi also said that the main varieties on his list to plant also
included Q240, Q241, Q242, Q245, Q246 and Q247.
“I am very happy with the new varieties. It is hard to get new varieties to
work properly for everybody, but the research into them has been spot on,
and SRA are doing very well,” he said.
“Not all varieties will work for everyone and we all have to take new
varieties on board and use them in our area and see what is suitable.
“I have a lot of soil types from high range granite gravels to river flats, so
there is not one variety that suits all of my conditions. So I make sure I
read all the material that comes out, attend events, talk to the plant
breeders, and then work out what I want for my property.”
Further information on varieties and farm planning is available via SRA’s
free online tool, QCANESelect, which provides comprehensive information
to maximise productivity from variety selection.
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QSL Marketing Choice
This week’s Marketing Choice Update responds to recent
questions about Free In Store (FIS) and why QSL thinks it’s
the optimal way to handle Growers’ Economic Interest in sugar
(GEI Sugar).
The update from QSL CEO and Managing Director Greg
Beashel comes amid a flurry of communications from Wilmar
regarding the status of their On-Supply Agreement (OSA)
negotiations with QSL.

You can join the QSL mailing list to receive weekly
updates from QSL as well as other
QSL news and information.
To join the mailing list click here.

You can read the full Update here: http://tinyurl.com/z4bufzb.

QSL’s market view
QSL’s team of experienced pricing and marketing professionals are focused on maximising QSL’s pool returns, leveraging global
contacts and information sources to help inform their decisions when selling and pricing raw sugar on the international market. As
we transition to Marketing Choice, QSL intends to tailor the information services provided by this team to reflect the varied needs
of our Miller and Grower clients. In the interim, we have provided a brief snapshot of the market drivers which we view as having
a potential impact on $A/metric tonne returns for the 2016 and 2017 Seasons.
The diagram below provides a visual overview of the following elements:



The current ICE #11 prompt prices for the 2016 and 2017 Seasons;



Global sugar fundamentals, excluding Brazil. For example, global supply and demand trends, stockpile analysis, crop
forecasts for Thailand and the end of the export restrictions in the EU in 2017, etc.;



Brazilian fundamentals. For example, the crop forecast, the sugar-to-ethanol ratio, the local currency; and



Broader macro-economic trends and the role speculators are playing in the market.

For a more detailed market overview and analysis read the latest QSL Monthly Market Report here: (http://www.qsl.com.au/newsmedia/qsl-monthly-market-report-september).
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Pricing information
2016 Season Advances & Payments
as at 2 September 2016
$/tonne IPS
Initial
18 August 16*
20 October 16
15 December 16
26 January 17
23 February 17
23 March 17
20 April 17
18 May 17
22 June 17
Final Payment

$267
$326
$351
$377
$424
$438
$464
$477
$491
$504
$531

% estimated
return

Waterfind Burdekin
Haughton WSS Water
Market Summary

80.0%
82.5%
87.5%
90.0%
92.5%
95.0%
100%

As at 9 September 2016

* paid
The Advance Program is a guide only. CANEGROWERS Burdekin takes no
responsibility for its accuracy. It only applies to growers who did not forward
price for 2015 (the default method). Growers who have forward priced for
2015 will be paid the same percentage of their final expected proceeds. For
individual advance rates check your grower forecast on the Wilmar website.

Allocations

Wilmar Indicative Future Sugar Prices
as at 9 September 2016
Gross

$/Tonne IPS
Net

2016 Season

$587

$567

2017 Season

$563

$543

2018 Season

$523

$503

2019 Season

$487

$467

Dam Storage

Estimated QSL Pool Prices
As at 26 August 2016
$/Tonne IPS
GROSS 2016
QSL Harvest Pool

$527

QSL Actively Managed Pool

$559

QSL Guaranteed Floor Pool

$465

The above information is provided by Waterfind.
The
information provided is of a general nature only and must not
be relied upon in substitution for professional advice.
Waterfind accepts no responsibility for the accuracy,
completeness or timeliness of any information provided. For
more information click here.

Burdekin Falls Dam Assessable Capacity Percentage

QSL US Quota Pool

$763

QSL 2-season Forward Pool

$476
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QSL 3-season Forward Pool
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Growers can monitor QSL pool performance via the Price Pool Matrices
published on the QSL website (www.qsl.com.au). This information is updated
regularly and provides a sense of how the QSL-managed pools are performing
over the current season.
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DATES TO
REMEMBER
Sugar Industry Calendar
Click here

www.canegrowersburdekin.com.au

@BurdekinCANE

CANEGROWERS Burdekin Ltd

Would you like to

Meeting
John Hy Peake Room, Burdekin Shire Council
Tuesday 13th September, 5pm

advertise in

canenews?

6% Discount
E clusive offer to members
of CANEGROWE RS
Burdekin

Email
bdk@canegrowers.com.au

to receive more
information
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Contact Us
canenews is read by the majority of Burdekin
cane farmers and their families in the Burdekin.
Copies are also circulated to all CANEGROWERS
Offices, businesses, industry, politicians,
Government Agencies and members of the
community.

HEAD OFFICE
141 Young Street, Ayr
bdk@canegrowers.com.au
Office Hours Mon - Thurs: 9am - 5pm
Fri: 9am - 3pm
4790 3600
PROJECT & TRAINING CENTRE
CANEGROWERS Hall,
68 Tenth Street, Home Hill
Debra Burden

General Manager

0417 709 435
4790 3603

Wayne Smith

Manager: Member Services

0428 834 802
4790 3604

Michelle Andrews

Manager: Finance & Admin

4790 3602

Tiffany Giardina

Payroll & Administration

4790 3601

Racheal Olsen

Insurance Manager

Published Weekly by:
CANEGROWERS Burdekin Limited
ABN:
Postal Address:
Telephone:
Facsimile:
Email:

43 114 632 325
PO Box 933, AYR QLD 4807
(07) 4790 3600
(07) 4783 4914
bdk@canegrowers.com.au

Please direct all advertising enquiries and materials

JP (Qual)

Mel De Domenico

4790 3605
0408 638 518

Administration Officer

4790 3608

Email address: firstname_lastname@canegrowers.com.au
DIRECTORS
Phil Marano
Chair

marano@bigpond.com

0404 004 371

Owen Menkens
Deputy Chair

owen_menkens@hotmail.com

0409 480 179

Steven Pilla

spilla8@bigpond.com.au

0417 071 861

Roger Piva

rogerdpiva@gmail.com

0429 483 815

Sib Torrisi

sibbyt58@bigpond.com

0429 827 196

Greg Rossato

greg_rossato@outlook.com

0418 713 563

Disclaimer
In this disclaimer a reference to “CBL ”, “we”, “us” or “our”
means CANEGROWERS Burdekin Limited and our
directors, officers, agents and employees. This newsletter
has been compiled in good faith by CBL . Although we do
our very best to present information that is correct and
accurate, we make no warranties, guarantees or
representations about the suitability, reliability, currency or
accuracy of the information we present in this newsletter,
for any purposes.
Subject to any terms implied by law and which cannot be
excluded, we accept no responsibility for any loss,
damage, cost or expense incurred by you as a result of
the use of, or reliance on, any materials and information
appearing in this newsletter. You, the user, accept sole
responsibility and risk associated with the use and results
of the information appearing in this newsletter, and you
agree that we will not be liable for any loss or damage
whatsoever (including through negligence) arising out of,
or in connection with the use of this newsletter. We
recommend that you contact CBL before acting on any
information provided in this newsletter.

Burdekin Cane Auditors—Workplace Coordinators
Site

Name

Email

Phone

Inkerman

Vicki Lewis

vicki@burdekincaneaudit.com.au

4782 1020

Kalamia

Ray Collinson

ray@burdekincaneaudit.com.au

4783 0319

Pioneer

Geraldine Cantarella

geraldine@burdekincaneaudit.com.au

4782 5346

Invicta

Mark Saunders

mark@burdekincaneaudit.com.au

4782 9153

